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Abstract
Background/Objectives: With the development of data communication, it is essential to find a way to keep the important
and secret data during transmission through the internet or mobile communications. Steganography is the most popular
technique that is used in information hiding. In steganography, the secret information is embedded inside a cover file or
carrier without effect on the quality of that cover file. The carriers used in steganography can be classified into two types:
A static digital carrier such as text, image, audio and video files that are applied in digital steganography, and instant or
dynamic carrier like an audio stream or network protocol called network steganography. Network steganography is a
relatively modern trend in information hiding. It utilizes the development in network functionality and services to convey
the secret data. Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is the most common service that is adoptedby researchers in respect
to information hiding. Methods/Statistical Analysis: This paper presents a brief review of features, classification and
recently proposed network steganography technique. Findings: Many efforts nowadays are exerted to develop the LSBVoIP techniques and adopting other techniques along with LSB to improve the steganography efficiency regarding hiding
capacity and imperceptibly.
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1. Introduction
For many decades, security and authentication have been
critical challenges due to the nature of digital communication. Cryptography was an ancient technique that
can protect the secret data by encrypted the secret file.
Steganography was another concept that has the advantage of hiding the presence of the message in such a way
that no one other than the sender and intended receiver
sense its existence. It can be considered as information
smuggling1. Many steganography researches focus on
hiding information in text2,3, image 4,5, audio6,7 and video8
files. Techniques using those files as a cover file called
digital steganography. With the growing of network
protocol and services, the researchers direct their interest toward adopting techniques for the real-time carrier
to increase the security and put difficulties against data
eavesdropping, which is called Network Steganography.
*Author for correspondence

VoIP service took up most of the attention because the
additional security that is provided because these techniques are real time and do not give the warden adequate
time to discover the secret data. Moreover, stream data
are a suitable carrier because of the dynamic and variable
length for hiding the data which is relatively larger than
traditional files9.

2. Features
Network steganography required to make a trade-off
between three key features: Bandwidth, security, and
robustness. Bandwidth points to the size of data that can
be sent per time unit, which is equivalent to capacity in
digital steganography and many researchers try to achieve
as high bandwidth as possible. Security can be defined as
a measure for detecting secret data in a particular carrier. The orientation toward network steganography is
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to enhance this feature. Robustness means the ability to
resist modification or alteration on the carrier9. As for
network steganography,10 spotlighted the feature that can
measure degradation in network functionality which is
called cost. It is a criterion for the degradation in VoIP
conversation or the protocol’s facility when using network
protocols. Steganography technique can be considered
ideal if it fulfills the balance between these requirements
of being robust, uneasy to detect and having high hiding
capacity.

3. VoIP Steganography
Hiding information in VoIP streaming is highlighted in
the research community with the spreading and increasing of using VoIP applications. Several embedding
techniques were employed in the literature; however, LSB
the most common technique was used due to being low
complexity, high capacity and simple to implement. It
adopted LSB’s of the speech stream samples in incorporating the secret message into VoIP speech. All the efforts
focus on improving the steganography transparency,
capacity and security.
Author in11 proved that embedding transparency can
be enhanced when they use voiced packets (not silent)
in embedding using silence detection. They used key
between sender and receiver to generate a random number which is used in selection LSB bits. The capacity of
this study depends mainly on the sample rate.
Author in 12 proposed a scheme for hiding speech in
a real-time communication system using the G.711 codec
which is widely supported by VoIP. The scheme adopts
Speex to compress the secret speech to 8 kHz and reduce
the time before embedding into the packet. Despite this
schema compress the secret speech, the hiding capacity is
relatively moderate. It chooses half of 8 bits cover speech
sample to reduce the dramatic modification during hiding.
Steganography algorithm based on LSB matching that
hides secret data over VoIP was adopted by13. It used a
pseudo-random number of select cover samples and
guided for embedding. They suggested a mechanism for
packet loss problem using secret message retransmission.
They evaluate the algorithm using speech codec G7.11
and Stega-Talk software 13.
presented a secure and real-time model for covert
communication for VoIP using LSB technique and
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encryption. They used G.729a as a coder of covered speech
in StegTalk to evaluate the performance of the model. The
model hides only 0.8 kb/s and 2.6 kb/s of secret message.
This model needs for further improvement to increase the
capacity 14.
Enhanced algorithm for embedding transparency
was proposed by15. It depends on the Partial Similarity
Value (PSV) between the LSB of G.729a codec and a
secret message. It makes a balance between transparency
and capacity. The capacity depends on the number of
comparable bits and threshold; the result shows the best
embedding efficiency when using 4 bits and similarity
threshold is 3 with 1444 bits in 126 frames. The similarity
parameters and the time required for the proposed algorithm require further enhancements.
A model for real-time VoIP steganography with
ITU-T G.729a cover speech codec was proposed by
16
. This method was used to make a balance between
good security and real-time performance. It adopts LSB
substitution approach with M-sequence to reduce the
correlation between secret message and RSA key synchronization for accurate secret message recovery. The
result showed good performance and the adequate realtime requirement for VoIP.
Author in17 presented a steganography approach that
is applied to a coded parameter of G.723.1 low bit rate
coded speech. It adopts 5-LSB’s of each coded speech
frame for embedding secret information, augmented
identity matrix to minimize the modification of cover
speech and encryption. It is simple, effective, and has low
computational complexity. The frame length of G.723.1 is
240 samples (30 seconds with 8 kHz sample rate) 5.3Kbps.
Further work is to enhance capacity and robustness17.
Author in18 proposed data hiding technique that
adopts the LSB substitution method and estimation tolerable distortion in G.711 codec speech. The result shows
the technique outperforms LSB and selective embedding
proposed19 with 4kbps with no distortion and 10 kbps
with high quality. The embedding rate is 5585 bps using
32 Kbits/s.
A covert communication system in G.711 stream in
VoIP was proposed by20. It uses LSB method and VoIP
stream for embedding and adopts a strategy to hide
higher embedding rate in the sharp blocks in comparison
with the flat blocks to avoid detection. The result shows
that the proposed system can avoid RS detection and the
degradation MOS -LQO value is 4.07 and high hiding
capacity around 7.43kbps.
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Steganography schema in VoIP was presented in21
that adopted an adaptive Partial Matching Steganography
(PMS) for matching the similarity between secret message
and cover. The encryption is integrated with the embedding process to reduce delay. The triple M-sequence
is used in this schema. They evaluated the proposed
approach with ITU-T G.729a as the codec for cover
speech in StegVoIP. The tradeoff between the transparency and the capacity depend on the M sequence and the
bandwidth between 1.05 and 5.97 bit per frame.

201121

LSB, Partial Similarity Balance between
Value (PSV),
transparency and
M-sequence, G.729a
hiding capacity

201422

LSB, variable capacity, Increase security and
AES-128 encryption, transparency
PCM

20141

LSB, three approaches Enhance security and
VAMI, VODO and
transparency
(VADDI), G.711

2015 23

LSB, Adaptive
Partial Matching
Steganography
(APMS), G.711

Table 1. Summary of the selected studies
Reference

Methodology

Contribution

2006

Distributed LSB,
Silent detection,
encryption, PCM

Improve the
transparency and
security

200712

LSB, Speex
compression, G.711

Enhance capacity and
process time

200813

LSB matching, packet
loss mechanism,
G7.11

Increase security
and stego quality,
proposed solution for
packet loss problem

200814

LSB, encryption,
G.729a

Increase transparency
and security

200915

LSB, partial similarity
value (PSV), G.729a

Balance between
transparency and
hiding capacity

200916

LSB, M-sequence
encryption,
synchronization
mechanism RSA,
G.729a

Balance between
transparency, security
and latency

200917

LSB, augmented
identity matrix,
encryption, G.723.1

Balance between
transparency and
complexity

201018

LSB, estimate of
tolerable distortion,
G.711

Enhance
transparency and
hiding capacity

201120

LSB, checking
smoothness blocks,
G.711

Increase security,
speech quality and
hiding capacity
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Balance between
transparency and
hiding capacity

Author in22 proposed a real-time covert communication system that embeds the secret message into VoIP
audio packets. The secret message is first encrypted using
symmetric cryptography AES-128 and symmetric key
that is shared with the receiver in SIP protocol before the
embedding process. Then the encrypted secret message
is embedded into audio packets encoded by PCM codec
using distributes LSB before sending it to the dedicated
receiver. It used variable embedding capacity depending
on the embedding algorithm that is used.
An adaptive approach for embedding secret data into
VoIP audio stream was proposed. It adopts G.711 audio
codec to evaluate the efficiency. It is used to enhance the
security of the direct LSB embedding bits that exists in
the systems by adopting three techniques: Value-based
Multiple Insertion (VAMI) and Voice Damage Offset
(VODO) and Voice Activity Detection Dynamic Insertion
(VADDI). It showed better transparency, however, its
bandwidth average is low around 102.28 bps.
Author in23 proposed an improved Adaptive Partial
Matching Steganography (APMS) to make a balance
between transparency and bandwidth for steganography
in VoIP by matching the similarity between the cover
and secret files. They adopted three aspects to make
the enhancement: first adopting unequal probability to
enhance the transparency, second using matrix embedding for unused cover parts to increase the capacity and
third more encryption for the secret messages to increase
the embedding efficiency. They used ITU-TG 711 (a-low)
as a cover speech to evaluate the proposed strategy. The
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result showed that the capacity is between 1 to 6 kbps.
Table 1 presents a summary of the above-selected studies.

4. Conclusion
Network steganography is a modern technique that
exploits the network headers, protocols and services
for creating covert channels to transmit secret information over a network. VoIP streaming plays a major role
in information hiding with the increasing use of VoIP
applications. This study turns the way towards the techniques that utilize LSB in VoIP streaming especially with
the G.711 audio codec. The interesting in using G.711
is the consequence of the popularity of using IP telephony in addition to the simplicity, high capacity and low
complexity of the LSB. Many efforts are still dedicated
to improving LSB-VoIP techniques in terms of hiding
capacity and imperceptibly. Further work is required to
cover the latest techniques that are adopted in VoIP steganography beside the LSB techniques that are discussed
in this study. This will give a clear idea about the limitation in network steganography approaches.
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